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Abstract: In this study, error compensation technology was proposed to reduce thermal errors of a gear hobbing machine,
and one experiment was carried out to verify the compensation effect. Different thermal sources were used as modeling
variables, and a prediction model of thermal errors was presented based on back propagation (BP) neural networks. In
order to solve local minimum problem of BP neural networks, ant colony algorithm was used for training its link weights.
Finally, one test system was developed based on the presented model, and an experiment was fulfilled. The result shows
that prediction performance of the model is very well, and the residual error is less than 5 µm after compensation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hobbing is the most widely used ways to process
cylindrical gears, and gear hobbing machine account for 45
percent of total gear cutting machines [1]. In order to
improve the machining accuracy of gear hobbing machine,
there are mainly two methods. The method commonly used
is improving the accuracy of machine itself, such as the
following methods: (1) Zero-drive chain [2], which removes
all links of mechanical transmission, the gear hob and
worktable are driven directly by motors. Because of the
removing of mechanical parts, such as gears, bearing and so
on, the errors induced by transmission system, such as the
backlash and the meshing error, are deleted, which greatly
improves machine accuracy; (2) High-precision machine
structure [3], such as high-precision linear guides, linear
bearings, ball screws and so on, which improves machine
accuracy by using high-precision machine structure; (3)
Intelligent controlling of hobbing process [4], which inspects
processing quality and machine conditions online and adjusts
processing parameters in real-time. The second method is
error compensation, such as thermal error compensation [5],
tool wear compensation [6], geometric error compensation
[7] and so on. Among these methods, thermal error prediction
and compensation is most effective.
In order to improve the machining accuracy of gear
hobbing machine, a lot of studies focused on thermal error
prediction and compensation has been presented recently,
such as artificial neural networks [8, 9], GA-BPN method
[10], project pursuit regression method [11], information
fusion method [12], and so on. In this study, BP neural
network algorithm was applied to predict thermal errors of a
YK3610 hobbing machine, and ant colony algorithm was
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used to train the link weights of BP neural network model,
which overcomes the local minimum problem of BP neural
networks and improves the prediction performance of thermal
error modeling. Finally, one test system was developed based
on the presented model, and an experiment was fulfilled. During
experiment, thermal errors of the gear hobbing machine were
compensated online, and the machining accuracy is improved.
2. EXPERIMENTS AND DATASETS
2.1. Experimental Details
One measurement experiment was carried out on a NC
gear hobbing machine, which was shown in Fig. (1). In order
to measure the temperature of different thermal sources, 10
temperature sensors were mounted on this gear hobbing
machine, and the positions of these sensors were as follows:
one sensor was used to measure bed temperature, two
sensors were used to measure guideway temperature, another
two sensors were used to measure hob spindle temperature,
one sensor was used to measure column temperature, and
two sensors were used to measure workpiece spindle
temperature, one sensor was used to measure feed plate
temperature, and one sensor was used to measure coolant
temperature.
In order to measure thermal deformations of the spindle
in X direction (Thermal errors of the spindle in radial
direction), a displacement sensor was installed on the tool
turret, which was shown in Fig. (2). As was shown, error
signals were collected by displacement sensor and sent to
signal processing unit (SPU). After amplifying and AD
conversion, error signals were sent to PC finally.
In order to simulate the working cycle of YK3610
hobbing machine, an experiment was carried out, the hob
spindle speed was set as 1000 r/min, and the workpiece
spindle speed was set as 100 r/min, the coolant was on, but
no gear was machined really. First, the machine warmed up
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for 4 hours, and then the machine ran for another 2 hours.
Finally, the machine was cooled down for 6 hours. As was
shown in Fig. (3), temperature of different thermal sources
changed continuously with the working cycle. At beginning,
the machine was warmed up, and temperature of different
thermal sources increased gradually, then the machine
reached thermal equilibrium, and the temperature no longer
increased. Finally, when the machine was cooled down, the
temperature decreased as expected. As was shown in
Fig. (4), thermal errors of the machine were well consistent
with the working cycle too.
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Fig. (4). Thermal errors of YK3610 hobbing machine.

2.2. Thermal Error Prediction
Artificial intelligent neural networks are composed of
many neurons, which is a dynamic system with nonlinear
mapping ability. In recent years, neural networks have been
introduced into many research fields successfully and solved
many nonlinear problems. Among different neural network
methods, BP neural networks are most widely used, because
it has a simple structure. Besides input layer and output
layer, BP neural network has hidden layer. Nodes in same
layer have no coupling, and sigmoid is the commonly used
transfer function of different neurons. Even inputs of BP
neural networks change linearly, outputs of which maybe
nonlinear linear. According to these characteristics, BP
neural networks are widely used in prediction fields of
complicated systems.
The training process of BP neural network is composed
of 2 steps. The first one is forward propagation, during
which, inputs are dealt with input layer, hidden layer and
output layer. The second one is back propagation. If outputs
of BP neural networks are not satisfied, error value will
propagate backward, and the link weights of different layers
will be adjusted until the error value decreased to its
threshold. During the application of BP neural network, local
minimum is a commonly occurred problem, which induces
to bad stability and low convergence rate.

Fig. (1). Gear hobbing machine used in experiment.
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In order to improve network performance, increasing of
hidden nodes, decreasing of momentum and learning rate are
commonly used ways. However, these methods induce to high
computation cost, and new training method is still needed. In
this paper, ant colony algorithm was proposed to train the link
weights of BP neural networks.
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Fig. (2). Thermal errors measurement experiment.
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Fig. (3). Temperature of different thermal sources.
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In a colony of ants, individual behavior is adaptive and
robust, and the ants are not controlled by any regulations. In the
colony, simple individual behaviors converge into complex
social behaviors by local interacting and communicating, these
characteristics promote the application of ant colony algorithm
in different fields. Among these applications, ant colony
optimization is most successful, which was proposed by Marco
Dorigo and applied to solve scheduling problem, traveling
salesman problem and so on.
The structure of ant colony is as follows: some agent ants,
using of memory and decision, collecting and distributing
learning strategies. Ant colony algorithm is proposed to
simulate the behavior of searching food, and ant colony can find
the shortest path to the food sources. Pheromone laid on the
ground is the mediator of selecting behavior. When ant colony
moving, pheromone intensity will affect its decisions.
In this study, the structure of BP neural networks was
presented firstly, and ant colony was applied to simulate the
propagating of input signals among different layers. The ant
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colony was propagated by a stochastic transfer function
locally, and only local information was used for stochastic
decision. Therefore, local minimum problem was solved.
According to above analysis, a BP neural network was
presented, which is applied to predict thermal errors of
YK3610 hobbing machine. 10 neurons were applied to
simulate 10 thermal sources, which denote different
temperature variables. 1 neuron was applied to simulate
thermal errors. No perfect rules can be used to determine
hidden node number. Generally, a large number is chosen
firstly. If error demand is not satisfied, the number will be
adjusted until prediction error reaches its threshold. In this
study, Kolmogorov method was proposed to determine
nodes number of the hidden layer, and which was set as 21
finally. The structure of presented BP neural network was
shown in Fig. (5). Then, fifty training samples were collected
by different sensors mounted on the gear hobbing machine.
Parameters of BP neural networks were shown in Table 1.
Finally, ant colony algorithm was applied to adjust the 231
link weights, and the flowchart of 	
  adjusting process was
shown in Fig. (6).
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hidden and output layer was represented by uj(j=1,2,…,21), bias
of output node was represented by θ. Pheromone of path i-j was
represented by sij(t), pheromone of path j-output layer was
represented by sj(t), which was applied to simulate pheromone
intensity of ant colony. Training process of BP neural network
was as follows:
(1)

At beginning, ten ants were allocated on different
input nodes, pheromone original value of path i-j was
represented by sij(0), pheromone original value of
path j-output layer was represented by sj(0).

(2)

All wij formed one class Lw, all uj formed one class Ru.
Ant colony selected element from Lw and Ru based on
intensity ratio of the pheromone. Therefore, selecting
probability of an element in Lw and Ru was computed
as follows:

pwij (t) =

sLw (t)
∑ sLw (t)

pu j (t) =

sRu j (t)

∑s

Ru

(t)

where, SLw(t) represented element pheromone value in
Lw, SRu(t) represented element pheromone value in Ru.
In the end, element with largest probability was
selected as optimized weight.
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Then, different link weights were adjusted as following:
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Δt represented time step. Δsijn represented pheromone of

	
  

Fig. (5). BP neural network structure.
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path i-j, Δs nj represented pheromone of path j-output

Table 1. Parameters of BP neural networks.

layer, which were computed as follows:

Parameters of BP Neural Network

Value

Δsijn = Q ewij

Structure of BP neural network

10-21-1

Δs nj = Q / eu j

Original weight

Random (0,1)

Training rate

0.02

Momentum rate

0.5

Adjusting coefficients

0.8

where, Q represented a constant, which was applied
to adjust pheromone growth rate. ewij represented
maximum error of different hidden nodes, eu j
m

represented maximum output error. e = max Yl − Ol ,
l=1

and Yl represented expected value of different neural
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Fig. (6). Flowchart of weights adjusting process.

In this study, link weight between input and hidden layer
was represented by wij(i=1,2,…10 j=1,2,…,21), bias of hidden
node was represented by Øj(j=1,2,…,21), link weight between

cells, Ol represented practical value of different
neural cells. When pheromone intensity reached its
threshold, error demand was satisfied, optimized
weights were output.
3. COMPENSATION EXPERIMENT
In order to verify the prediction performance of proposed
model, an experiment system was developed in this paper,
which was shown in Fig. (7). During experiment, temperature
of different thermal sources was measured by temperature
sensor, and thermal error was measured by displacement sensor.
Then, signals of different sensors were processed by amplifier,
AD board, and digital signal processor and so on. Finally,
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processed signals were sent to PC by serial port. According to
these processed signals, thermal error model was presented, and
which was sent to digital signal processor. Based on the
presented model, compensation value was computed, and the
results were sent to the controller of YK3610 hobbing machine.
After compensation value was added to the servo loop of
YK3610 hobbing machine, compensation was fulfilled in the
end.

hobbing machine. Prediction performance of proposed model
was very well. During experiment, thermal errors reduced from
16 µm to 4 µm, machining accuracy of YK3610 hobbing
machine was improved significantly.
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